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Elegant. Compact. High‐tech. Iacobucci HF, world leader in aero technology appliances,
featured at Dubai Hotel Show I|SYSTEM and W|SYSTEM, unique home appliances for a
distinctive allure.
Design and technology were merged in IACOBUCCI HF products: ease of use, compact dimensions, innovation
specifically addressed to luxury contexts. I|SYSTEM, a revolutionary built‐in espresso machine, provides technology
in very compact dimensions, top class quality and functionality to offer the best Italian coffee experience ever.
I|SYSTEM could work with any paper coffee pods offering a variety of profiles and aromas categorised by cup size
and level of intensity to match each preferences and tastes. Thanks to the hot water function it is also possible to
brew tea and tisanes in a very short time. A 15 cm width and the inner water tank assure a comfortable installation
everywhere. The sleek and modern design of I|SYSTEM confirms the product background concept: elegant, simple
to use and careful about details.
Hi‐tech, eco‐friendly, handy, W|SYSTEM confirms its green attitude. Thanks to the continuous search for space‐
saving solutions and proud of the aeronautical background, W|SYSTEM is the first built‐in waste compacting system
designed to optimize the use of space, reducing the volumes of extra waste and keeping it stored safely and tidily.
Joining a low power consumption to two tons of compacting force it can perform the highest standard of quality,
energy efficiency and reliability. Made of high‐resistant aluminium and using specific water‐proof cartoon boxes it
compacts in a hygienic way non organic waste including aluminium, plastic, tetrapak and glass, up to champagne
bottles significantly reducing the waste volume. In line with eco‐sustainable philosophy, the boxes are made of
100% recyclable material. The system can be used to differentiate waste disposal and it has been developed to
compact huge amount of waste in small boxes.
Devotion to details is the essence of luxury. Far beyond luxury there’s luxury joined to technology, perfectly
represented by IACOBUCCI HF astonishing products.

I|SYSTEM and W|SYSTEM will be showcased in Dubai at DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTER, HALL 6 ‐ booth 6C330 during
the Hotel Show, 15 ‐17 May 2012.
I|SYSTEM 148 mm X 300 mm X 320 mm
W|SYSTEM 302 mm X 635 mm X 499.5 mm
The IACOBUCCI HF Group is a worldwide esteemed galley inserts supplier in the aeronautical market. Made up by four companies
with more than 400 employees, the IACOBUCCI HF Group offers a complete products range that spans from coffee machines,
induction ovens to trash compactors, trolleys and executive seats for the commercial and business aviation. The Group serves and
supplies the main airlines companies and the most prestigious business jet manufacturers such as Emirates, Singapore Airlines,
Lufthansa, Air France, Continental Airlines, Cathay Pacific Airways and the premier aircraft builders, Airbus and Boeing. IACOBUCCI
HF products have been installed on board the most elegant private jets, presidential and royal fleets. Today the Group is bringing its
unique know‐how and expertise into the world of luxury furniture with two innovative appliances specifically conceived for design
contexts.

Contacts: claudia.digiovanni@iacobucci.aero ‐ Mobile: + 39 347.1826606 www.iacobucci.aero
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